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This book provides some recent advances in design nanometer VLSI chips. The selected topics try to present some open problems and
challenges with important topics ranging from design tools, new post-silicon devices, GPU-based parallel computing, emerging 3D
integration, and antenna design. The book consists of two parts, with chapters such as: VLSI design for multi-sensor smart systems on
a chip, Three-dimensional integrated circuits design for thousand-core processors, Parallel symbolic analysis of large analog circuits on
GPU platforms, Algorithms for CAD tools VLSI design, A multilevel memetic algorithm for large SAT-encoded problems, etc.
New edition of a text intended primarily for the undergraduate courses on the subject which are frequently found in electrical
engineering curricula--but the concepts and techniques it covers are also of fundamental importance in other engineering disciplines.
The book is structured to develop in parallel the methods of analysis for continuous-time and discrete-time signals and systems, thus
allowing exploration of their similarities and differences. Discussion of applications is emphasized, and numerous worked examples are
included. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Population, exuberant growth of urbanization, decline of cultivable lands, growing number of vehicle on the roads, deforestation,
industrialization, changing pattern of consumption and exploitation of natural recourses by human activities have all threatened our
basic survival on earth. In order to protect our globe from the environmental degradation, it is necessary to know the various factors
by all human being. This book is written to provide a clear and authoritative introduction to the subject of Energy, Environment,
Ecology and Society. Salient Features Presentation of the material in lucid manner Distinctive coverage on all Energy Resources
Presentation of suitable illustrations with clear diagrams Review questions are given in each chapter
About the Book: This book Engineering Mathematics-II is designed as a self-contained, comprehensive classroom text for the second
semester B.E. Classes of Visveswaraiah Technological University as per the Revised new Syllabus. The topics included are Differential
Calculus, Integral Calculus and Vector Integration, Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms. The book is written in a simple
way and is accompanied with explanatory figures. All this make the students enjoy the subject while they learn. Inclusion of selected
exercises and problems make the book educational in nature. It shou.
CONTROL ENGINEERING
Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation
Engineering Mathematics - Ii
Engineering Graphics: For RGPV
Basic Electrical Engineering
Designed for a one-semester course in Finite Element Method, this compact and well-organized text presents
FEM as a tool to find approximate solutions to differential equations. This provides the student a better
perspective on the technique and its wide range of applications. This approach reflects the current trend as
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the present-day applications range from structures to biomechanics to electromagnetics, unlike in
conventional texts that view FEM primarily as an extension of matrix methods of structural analysis. After an
introduction and a review of mathematical preliminaries, the book gives a detailed discussion on FEM as a
technique for solving differential equations and variational formulation of FEM. This is followed by a lucid
presentation of one-dimensional and two-dimensional finite elements and finite element formulation for
dynamics. The book concludes with some case studies that focus on industrial problems and Appendices that
include mini-project topics based on near-real-life problems. Postgraduate/Senior undergraduate students of
civil, mechanical and aeronautical engineering will find this text extremely useful; it will also appeal to the
practising engineers and the teaching community.
This book provides up-to-date information on bioinformatics tools for the discovery and development of new
drug molecules. It discusses a range of computational applications, including three-dimensional modeling of
protein structures, protein-ligand docking, and molecular dynamics simulation of protein-ligand complexes for
identifying desirable drug candidates. It also explores computational approaches for identifying potential drug
targets and for pharmacophore modeling. Moreover, it presents structure- and ligand-based drug design tools
to optimize known drugs and guide the design of new molecules. The book also describes methods for
identifying small-molecule binding pockets in proteins, and summarizes the databases used to explore the
essential properties of drugs, drug-like small molecules and their targets. In addition, the book highlights
various tools to predict the absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion (ADME) and toxicity (T) of
potential drug candidates. Lastly, it reviews in silico tools that can facilitate vaccine design and discusses their
limitations.
This volume is designed to develop an understanding of data networks and evolving integrated networks, and
to explore evolving integrated networks and the various analysis and design tools. It begins with an overview
of the principles behind data networks, then develops an understanding of the modelling issues and
mathematical analysis needed to compare the effectiveness of different networks.
This book has been specially designd for those who want to learn basic concept of Information Technology &
MIS. This book covers the complete syllabus of BBA first year student. Each Unit is organized in the way to
clear the examination as well as students can gain a practical knowledge of the subjects. The book will be
useful for student pursuing course such as B.Sc., B.Com and MBA as well as for those enrolled in elementary
courses in information technology and computer science. It is also a valuable reference for diploma courses
and courses taught at the polytechnic level. Key features: • This book covers complete syllabus of BBA 1st year
students. • Provides important questions examination point of view. • Provide 3 Model paper as per
examination pattern. • An answer follows in the same way that can use in examinations. • Most of the topic
having diagrams.
ROBOTICS
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A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners
Basic Civil Engineering
Emerging Business Intelligence and Analytic Trends for Today's Businesses
Design and Analysis

In our endeavor to reinforce and emphasize the benefits of modern industrial design course to many students across India we are bringing on
a small edition of this book titled “Concepts in Engineering Design” .The subtlety of creation with problem solving approach is needed to be
deeply ingrained into the vast diaspora of Indian students; especially with emphasis of government on make in India , start up India and zero
effect zero defect projects. It is abundantly clear that classroom teaching has to be up scaled with practical approach and industrial
reasoning. So the takeaway from this course to students, researchers and professional after the course should be engineering with a systems
approach, involvement of design development as a team, integration of several streams of learning like environmental, physiology etc. into the
Concept of Engineering Design. We wish we are in some manner involved in changing their outlook from classic learning to professional
learning involving them into project based activity, case studies ,resourceful learning etc. They become agents of change for future
generations and they grasp the fact that they can become professional designers and not merely subservient engineers. Good luck. “The
primary objective of the course is to introduce concepts in engineering design to students from all the engineering disciplines. This course
broadly covers the prerequisites for an innovative design followed by concepts of products design cycle right from planning, designing,
manufacturing, distributing and its usage.”-RGPV
Engineering Graphics: For RGPV has been customized to meet the requirements of the students of Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki
Vishwavidyalaya in their first year. This book covers all the fundamental topics of engineering drawing while focusing on the logic behind
each concept and method. The unique features of the book, such as its cutting-edge pedagogy, chapters mapped exactly in sequence with the
university syllabus, the clear and step-by-step method of instruction and the addition of solved university question papers, will definitely help
students excel in their exams.
For B.E. First year Semester I (all branches) strictly according to the syllabus of Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya, Bhopal (M.P.)
and all Engineering Colleges affiliated to Ravi Shankar University, Raipur( Chattisgarh)
For B.E. First Year Semester Ii (All Branches). Strictly According To The Syllabus Of Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya, Bhopal
(M.P.)
Advances in Pharmaceutical Biotechnology
Pearson New International Edition
Big Data, Big Analytics
Energy, Environment, Ecology and Society
Design of Steel Structures
Apress is proud to announce that Rethinking the Internet of Things was a 2014 Jolt Award Finalist, the highest
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honor for a programming book. And the amazing part is that there is no code in the book. Over the next decade,
most devices connected to the Internet will not be used by people in the familiar way that personal computers,
tablets and smart phones are. Billions of interconnected devices will be monitoring the environment,
transportation systems, factories, farms, forests, utilities, soil and weather conditions, oceans and resources.
Many of these sensors and actuators will be networked into autonomous sets, with much of the information being
exchanged machine-to-machine directly and without human involvement. Machine-to-machine communications
are typically terse. Most sensors and actuators will report or act upon small pieces of information - "chirps".
Burdening these devices with current network protocol stacks is inefficient, unnecessary and unduly increases
their cost of ownership. This must change. The architecture of the Internet of Things must evolve now by
incorporating simpler protocols toward at the edges of the network, or remain forever inefficient. Rethinking the
Internet of Things describes reasons why we must rethink current approaches to the Internet of Things.
Appropriate architectures that will coexist with existing networking protocols are described in detail. An
architecture comprised of integrator functions, propagator nodes, and end devices, along with their interactions, is
explored.
This book explains both the basic science and the applications of biotechnology-derived pharmaceuticals, with
special emphasis on their clinical uses. The foundations of pharmaceutical biotechnology lie mainly in the
capability of plants, microorganism, and animals to produce low and high molecular weight compounds useful as
therapeutics. Pharmaceutical biotechnology has flourished since the advent of recombinant DNA technology and
metabolic engineering, supported by the well-developed bioprocess technology. A large number of monoclonal
antibodies and therapeutic proteins have been approved, delivering meaningful contributions to patients’ lives,
and the techniques of biotechnology are also a driving force in modern drug discovery. Due to this rapid growth in
the importance of biopharmaceuticals and the techniques of biotechnologies to modern medicine and the life
sciences, the field of pharmaceutical biotechnology has become an increasingly important component in the
education of pharmacists and pharmaceutical scientists. This book will serve as a complete one-stop source on the
subject for undergraduate and graduate pharmacists, pharmaceutical science students, and pharmaceutical
scientists in industry and academia.
This classic book on formal languages, automata theory, and computational complexity has been updated to
present theoretical concepts in a concise and straightforward manner with the increase of hands-on, practical
applications. This new edition comes with Gradiance, an online assessment tool developed for computer science.
Please note, Gradiance is no longer available with this book, as we no longer support this product.
Management: Principles, Processes and Practices is a comprehensive textbook designed for management
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students. The content of the book is balanced with a due focus on concepts and theory, tools and methods and
applications. An integrated approach has been adopted with a modular structure that is comprehensive in nature
in its coverage of the subject and jargon free at the same time. The book discusses in detail both the managerial
functions as well as organizational functions. The whole exposition is divided into six streams viz., Economic and
Financial Analysis, Excelling through People, Managerial Competencies, Creating and Delivering Customer Value,
Quantitative Methods and Information Systems, and Operations and Technology Management. Written in a lucid
style and user-friendly manner, the book presents the basics, essentials, and applications of management, which
will be useful to students.
A Guide for Data Scientists
Basic of Engineering Mathematics Vol-II (RGPV Bhopal) M.P.
Principles, Processes, and Practices
Foundations and Applications Programming
Nanomaterial vol 3
For close to 30 years, Basic Electrical Engineering has been the go-to text for students of Electrical
Engineering. Emphasis on concepts and clear mathematical derivations, simple language coupled with
systematic development of the subject aided by illustrations makes this text a fundamental read on the subject.
Divided into 17 chapters, the book covers all the major topics such as DC Circuits, Units of Work, Power and
Energy, Magnetic Circuits, fundamentals of AC Circuits and Electrical Instruments and Electrical Measurements
in a straightforward manner for students to understand.
Written specifically for students with no previous experience of research and research methodology, the Third
Edition of Research Methodology breaks the process of designing and doing a research project into eight
manageable steps and provides plenty of examples throughout to link theory to the practice of doing research.
The book contains straightforward, practical guidance on: - Formulating a research question - Ethical
considerations - Carrying out a literature review - Choosing a research design - Selecting a sample - Collecting
and analysing qualitative and quantitative data - Writing a research report The third edition has been revised
and updated to include extended coverage of qualitative research methods in addition to the existing
comprehensive coverage of quantitative methods. There are also brand new learning features such as reflective
questions throughout the text to help students consolidate their knowledge. The book is essential reading for
undergraduate and postgraduate students in the social sciences embarking on qualitative or quantitative
research projects.
Introduction. Centrak Nervous System Stimulants. Antidepressants and Antinxienty Agent (Anxiolytic).
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Antipsychotic Agents and Hallucinogens. General Anaestetics. Hypnotics and Sedatives. Skeletal Muscle
Relaxants. Tranquilizing Agents. Anticonvulsant Drugs. Analgesics (Narcotcs). Anpyertic Analgesics.
Nonsteroidal Anti- Inflammatory Agents. Adrenergic Agents. Adrenergic Blocking Agents. Cardiovascular Agents.
Histamines & Antihistaminic Agents. antitussives & Expectorants. Coagulants and Anticoagulants
Mastering Cloud Computing is designed for undergraduate students learning to develop cloud computing
applications. Tomorrow's applications won’t live on a single computer but will be deployed from and reside on a
virtual server, accessible anywhere, any time. Tomorrow's application developers need to understand the
requirements of building apps for these virtual systems, including concurrent programming, high-performance
computing, and data-intensive systems. The book introduces the principles of distributed and parallel computing
underlying cloud architectures and specifically focuses on virtualization, thread programming, task
programming, and map-reduce programming. There are examples demonstrating all of these and more, with
exercises and labs throughout. Explains how to make design choices and tradeoffs to consider when building
applications to run in a virtual cloud environment Real-world case studies include scientific, business, and
energy-efficiency considerations
Information Technology & MIS
Mastering Cloud Computing
Research Methodology
Operating Systems
TEXTBOOK OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
There are four volumes of this book (NANOMATERIAL VOLUME 1,2,3,4). these four volumes cover whole syllabus of M.Tech
Nanotechnology , RGPV AND other universities.The main aim of this series is to provide all material of PG STUDENTS AT ONE PLACE
Pharmaceutical Biotechnology is a unique compilation of reviews addressing frontiers in biologicals as a rich source for innovative medicines.
This book fulfills the needs of a broad community of scientists interested in biologicals from diverse perspectives—basic research,
biotechnology, protein engineering, protein delivery, medicines, pharmaceuticals and vaccinology. The diverse topics range from advanced
biotechnologies aimed to introduce novel, potent engineered vaccines of unprecedented efficacy and safety for a wide scope of human
diseases to natural products, small peptides and polypeptides engineered for discrete prophylaxis and therapeutic purposes. Modern
biologicals promise to dramatically expand the scope of preventive medicine beyond the infectious disease arena into broad applications in
immune and cancer treatment, as exemplified by anti-EGFR receptors antibodies for the treatment of breast cancer. The exponential growth
in biologicals such as engineered proteins and vaccines has been boosted by unprecedented scientific breakthroughs made in the past
decades culminating in an in-depth fundamental understanding of the scientific underpinnings of immune mechanisms together with
knowledge of protein and peptide scaffolds that can be deliberately manipulated. This has in turn led to new strategies and processes.
Deciphering the human, mammalian and numerous pathogens’ genomes provides opportunities that never before have been
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available—identification of discrete antigens (genomes and antigenomes) that lend themselves to considerably improved antigens and
monoclonal antibodies, which with more sophisticated engineered adjuvants and agonists of pattern recognition receptors present in immune
cells, deliver unprecedented safety and efficacy. Technological development such a nanobiotechnologies (dendrimers, nanobodies and
fullerenes), biological particles (viral-like particles and bacterial ghosts) and innovative vectors (replication-competent attenuated, replicationincompetent recombinant and defective helper-dependent vectors) fulfill a broad range of cutting-edge research, drug discovery and delivery
applications. Most recent examples of breakthrough biologicals include the human papilloma virus vaccine (HPV, prevention of women
genital cancer) and the multivalent Pneumoccocal vaccines, which has virtually eradicated in some populations a most prevalent bacterial ear
infection (i.e., otitis media). It is expected that in the years to come similar success will be obtained in the development of vaccines for
diseases which still represent major threats for human health, such as AIDS, as well as for the generation of improved vaccines against
diseases like pandemic flu for which vaccines are currently available. Furthermore, advances in comparative immunology and innate
immunity revealed opportunities for innovative strategies for ever smaller biologicals and vaccines derived from species such as llama and
sharks, which carry tremendous potential for innovative biologicals already in development stages in many pharmaceutical companies. Such
recent discoveries and knowledge exploitations hold the promise for breakthrough biologicals, with the coming decade. Finally, this book
caters to individuals not directly engaged in the pharmaceutical drug discovery process via a chapter outlining discovery, preclinical
development, clinical development and translational medicine issues that are critical the drug development process. The authors and editors
hope that this compilation of reviews will help readers rapidly and completely update knowledge and understanding of the frontiers in
pharmaceutical biotechnologies.
This study, first published in 1996, investigates the effects that local labor market conditions may have on the economic status of women and
blacks, relative to their white male counterparts. More precisely, it examines the impact that local labor market conditions have on estimates
of labor market discrimination investigated in this study are wage discrimination and occupational discrimination. This title will be of interest to
students of sociology, gender studies and urban studies.
The Revised Edition Of A Widely Used Book Contains Several New Topics To Make The Coverage More Comprehensive And
Contemporary. * Highlights The Ozone Hole Problem And Related Steps To Modify The Refrigeration Systems. * The Discussion Of Vapour
Compression/Absorption Systems Totally Recast With A Special Emphasis On Eco-Refrigerants. * Application Oriented Approach Followed
Throughout The Book And Energy Efficiencyemphasised. * Several Real Life Problems Included To Illustrate The Practical Viability Of The
Systems Discussed. * Additional Examples, Diagrams And Problems Included In Each Chapter For An Easier Grasp Of The Subject.With All
These Features, This Book Would Serve As A Comprehensive Text For Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering Students. Postgraduate
Students And Practising Engineers Would Also Find It Very Useful.
Signals & Systems
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering:
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS AND ANALYSIS
Management
Race and Gender Discrimination across Urban Labor Markets
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A project manager must not only master methods and processes, but also have the ability to deal with
new, unexpected and critical situations. The book deals with these challenges, the passion for projects
and the creativity which is required in order to lead projects and bring them to a successful conclusion.
Experienced project managers report on exciting tasks in various countries, daily life as project
managers and about their personal experiences and learning effects. Readers will experience the
fascinating appeal of the job of a "project manager", which also means constantly being prepared to get
into a new task. Furthermore, the book provides ideas about how to overcome social, cultural,
organisational, financial, bureaucratic or other hurdles. Not only classic project managers - engineers
and economists -, but also lawyers or industrial engineers, who work in projects or are interested in
project work, will be inspired by this book, how personal commitment and professional, organisational
and social capabilities combine to form this unique profession.
Robotics: Fundamental Concepts and Analysis introduces the science and engineering of robotics and
covers mechanical manipulation and sensing. Comprehensive in its coverage, the book also covers some
advanced topics which would be useful to both undergraduate and postgraduate students. Written in a
lucid style, the text is student-friendly with a large number of examples and exercise problems.
You've already won everything you wanted, still, you call yourself a loser Conquering a woman's heart,
using your power and money. I don't find it as a winner. Yes, it is the chief characteristic of a loser that
is I'm, a Universal Loser. Stop bull shitting man. The girl you always wanted is just waiting for you in the
car. And she is devoting her everything to you. Yet you are behaving like a bastard. This is what the
world looks at. Girl in the Ferrari, cash in the bag. Bang Bang Bang. It is very simple to see and judge
from a distance. Once you come close and put your feet in my shoes you'll find that she is there because
of the position I'm holding. Once I lose the position, she'd disappear in seconds. She won't, I know her
very well. And I know her more than she knows herself. You don't trust me, go and ask her. let's get into
the journey of Varun, how he considered himself a loser despite getting all the possessions that he never
truly wanted but for a girl.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering provides an overview of the basics of electrical and
electronic engineering that are required at the undergraduate level. The book allows students outside
electrical and electronics engineering to easily
Data Networks
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Screening Methods in Pharmacology
Concepts in Engineering Design
VLSI Design
Recent Progress and Future Applications
This textbook for the first year students of all branches of Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya
(RGPV), Bhopal(M.P.), It has been strictly according to the new syllabus of RGPV. The subject matter has
been explained clearly and precisely in the simplest way. Salient features are :250 Solved ExamplesA
number of exercises at the end of every chapter Multi-Choice.
Market_Desc: Primary Market· VTU: 06ME71 Control Engineering 7th Sem/ EC/TC/EE/IT/BM/ML 06ES43 4th
Sem· JNTU: ECE/EEE Control Systems 4th Sem· Anna: ECE/EEE PTEC 9254/PTEE 9201 Control Systems 3rd
Sem· UPTU (ME)EEE-409 Electrical Machines & Automatic Control 4th Sem/ ECE/ETE/EEE EEC503/EEE502
Control Systems 5th Sem· Mumbai: ETE Principles of Control System 5th Sem· BPUT ETE/EEE/ECE CPEE
5302 Control System Engineering 6th Sem· WBUT EE-503 Control System 5th Sem; EC-513 Control
System 5th Sem· RGPV EC-402 Control Systems, 4th Sem· PTU ECE/EIE/EEE IC-204 Linear Control System
4th Sem· GNDU ECE ECT-223 Linear Control System 4th SemSecondary Market· BPUT:CPME 6403
Mechanical Measurement and Control, 7th sem· RGPV: ME 8302 Mechatronics, 8th Sem elective· Anna:
PTME9035 measurement and controls, 8th Sem· UPTU: TME-028 Automatic Controls, Elective 8th Sem·
Mumbai: Mechatronics, 6th Sem· WBUT: ME 602 Mechatronics and Modern Control, 6th Sem Special
Features: § The book provides clear exposure to the principles of control system design and analysis
techniques using frequency and time domain analysis.§ Explains the important topics of PID controllers
and tuning procedures.§ Includes state space methods for analysis of control system.§ Presents
necessary mathematical topics such as Laplace transforms at relevant places.§ Contains detailed
artwork capturing circuit diagrams, signal flow graphs, block diagrams and other important topics.§
Presents stability analysis using Bode plots, Nyquist diagrams and Root locus techniques.§ Each chapter
contains a wide variety of solved problems with stepwise solutions.§ Appendices present the use of
MATLAB programs for control system design and analysis, and basic operations of matrices.§ Model
question papers contain questions from various university question papers at the end of the book.§
Excellent pedagogy includesü 520+ Figures and tablesü 200+ Solved problemsü 90+ Objective
questionsü 100+ Review questionsü 70+ Numerical problems About The Book: Control Engineering is the
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field in which control theory is applied to design systems to produce desirable outputs. It essays the role
of an incubator of emerging technologies. It has very broad applications ranging from automobiles,
aircrafts to home appliances, process plants, etc. This subject gains importance due to its
multidisciplinary nature, and thus establishes itself as a core course among all engineering curricula.
This textbook aims to develop knowledge and understanding of the principles of physical control system
modeling, system design and analysis. Though the treatment of the subject is from a mechanical
engineering point of view, this book covers the syllabus prescribed by various universities in India for
aerospace, automobile, industrial, chemical, electrical and electronics engineering disciplines at
undergraduate level.
Machine learning has become an integral part of many commercial applications and research projects,
but this field is not exclusive to large companies with extensive research teams. If you use Python, even
as a beginner, this book will teach you practical ways to build your own machine learning solutions. With
all the data available today, machine learning applications are limited only by your imagination. You’ll
learn the steps necessary to create a successful machine-learning application with Python and the scikitlearn library. Authors Andreas Müller and Sarah Guido focus on the practical aspects of using machine
learning algorithms, rather than the math behind them. Familiarity with the NumPy and matplotlib
libraries will help you get even more from this book. With this book, you’ll learn: Fundamental concepts
and applications of machine learning Advantages and shortcomings of widely used machine learning
algorithms How to represent data processed by machine learning, including which data aspects to focus
on Advanced methods for model evaluation and parameter tuning The concept of pipelines for chaining
models and encapsulating your workflow Methods for working with text data, including text-specific
processing techniques Suggestions for improving your machine learning and data science skills
Unique prospective on the big data analytics phenomenon for both business and IT professionals The
availability of Big Data, low-cost commodity hardware and new information management and analytics
software has produced a unique moment in the history of business. The convergence of these trends
means that we have the capabilities required to analyze astonishing data sets quickly and costeffectively for the first time in history. These capabilities are neither theoretical nor trivial. They
represent a genuine leap forward and a clear opportunity to realize enormous gains in terms of
efficiency, productivity, revenue and profitability. The Age of Big Data is here, and these are truly
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revolutionary times. This timely book looks at cutting-edge companies supporting an exciting new
generation of business analytics. Learn more about the trends in big data and how they are impacting
the business world (Risk, Marketing, Healthcare, Financial Services, etc.) Explains this new technology
and how companies can use them effectively to gather the data that they need and glean critical
insights Explores relevant topics such as data privacy, data visualization, unstructured data, crowd
sourcing data scientists, cloud computing for big data, and much more.
Basic Computer Engineering Precise
Pharmaceutical Biotechnology
Pharmaceutical Chemistry - Ii
Key Applications and Protocols
The Internet of Things
Screening Methods in Pharmacology, Volume II is a collection of papers that presents
practical techniques and information on the selection of a screening program for a
particular pharmacological activity. The book contains the most reliable, simplest, and
the most preferred screening methods in pharmacology. The text presents screening methods
for alpha and beta Adrenergic blocking agents; compounds for antianginal activity;
topical products for excessive eccrine sweating; antidepressant agents; and agents with
analgesic and analgesic antagonist activity. Pharmacologists, pharmacists, researchers,
and physicians will find this book a good source of information.
Computer-Aided Drug Design
UNIVERSAL LOSER: A Story of Every Indian GUY
Basics of Engineering Mathematics Vol-I (RGPV Bhopal)
Basic Mechanical Engineering
Nanomaterial voumel 3
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